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Ettore Giordano

Vincenzo Vinci
What matters is not limited to lines and
surfaces. Office furniture should be like
those landmark buildings, integrating
technology innovation and fashion
aesthetics, and standing out in a unique
style. I hope Aulenti could be the best
practice of this.
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Space of
Beauty and Strength
What we do is to deliver technology in a more poetic
way, that is, to realize organic interaction between
technology and design, which requires technological
innovation, quality details, humanized design and
exquisite upholstery.
Aulenti is the product of technology expressed through
design.
The elegant shape shows our constant pursuit of beauty.
You can experience how Aulenti renders “strength
and beauty” in a unique way from any angle or detail,
including the dynamic legs shape, neat lines, smooth
curve face and the application of side desk light.
We hope that Aulenti, the combination of strength and
beauty, and firmness and softness, will become a model
for modern office space.
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Break the Boundary
Empower the Beauty

If we say “architecture revives a city”,
then office desks should almost
determine the office environment.
The powerful front contour, and those
diamond-like splendid curves are all
inspired by the dual edged infinite
display of Galaxy S8. The concise
and bright shape of crossed desk legs
demonstrate a perfect combination of
strength and beauty.
Special formaldehyde-free water-based
dual varnishing technology helps to
create a greener and friendlier office
atmosphere.
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In the city, at the center of CBD, when night falls and lights on,
Aulenti is always here for you and your dream.
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Innovation, for the Eyes that Perceive Beauty.

The cable-stayed design of the
framework is the essence of Aulenti’s
“strength and beauty”.
It is like the immense whale bone, stable
and full of dynamic sense. It is like the
antenna ofCity of Arts and Sciences
in Valencia, perfectly integrating art,
technology, beauty and strength.
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Side Cabinets that are Also Highlights
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The octagon shape makes it both elegant
and lively.
The extension of cable-stayed design
matches perfectly with the main desk.
Large-capacity drawer makes the whole
space clean and organized.
Every line and every detail elaborates
the conciseness and luxury of Aulenti.

1、Convenient USB Charging
The panel is equipped with USB charging function. Aulenti cares
about you in every detail.
2、For Organized Storage, for Easy Classification.
Wooden meteor gray storage drawer makes it easier to sort out
small items.
3、The Light Belt Designed to Build Up the Atmosphere
A stylish light belt is installed inside the cabinet’s display area
to shed soft lights through acrylic board.
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Back Cabinets
with Geometric
Beauty

The natural wood grain and the matte
leather make the cabinet classic and
exquisite, and make the whole office
trendy and unique.
Cabinets composed of geometric blocks,
which represent minimalist spirit practice
the functions of display and collection to
the fullest.
Techniques of grooving and binding the
edge and corner overturn the flat opening
mode and allow the user to switch the
cabinet between storage and display area
at will.
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Seats that are Both Comfort and Elegant

Helvetica Bold

Era series, fully absorb the international
first-class architectural design elements,
the design concept of refining and
deep excavation, and furniture design
with each other integration.Era series,
fully absorb the international first-class
architectural design elements,the design
concept of refining and deep excavation.

Seats that are Both Comfort and Elegant.
The armrests upholstered with new type
of binding technology, and the backrest
upholstered with new type of embedding
technology endow the seat with a
flow of light. The beauty of exquisite
details together with comfortable sitting
experience, represents the perfect
integration of “strength and beauty”,
and bringsthe user unprecedented
enjoyment.
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Graceful and Exquisite Sofa

Aulenti introduces Italian-type elegance
into sofa design.
The crease of Nappa looks classic and
graceful, and feels plump and elastic by
touching. The fine and firm texture and
the dark coffee tone make it elegant,
elaborated, and suitable for treating
visitors. All these are the style and
quality of Aulenti.
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Urban Elite

The octagonal desktop looks infinite with
the extension of lines.
The wood grain texture outlines a sense
of mystery and mildness.
The smoothly forged desk legs look
powerful but never too aggressive.
The meeting space is neat, steady
and trendy. It is unique and shows
professional demeanor.
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Perfect Details

Being both a wire box and a mobile
container, it allows you enjoy the
convenient and practical functions.
The cable box tray is a perfect place to
grow your favorite bonsai, which may
make your meeting warmer and more
caring.
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Executive desk

ED88L/R
W3200*D2250*H760(mm)
W2800*D2250*H760(mm)

Chair

ED87L/R
W2400*D2050*H760(mm)

CAL80SQ
W620*D570*H1170(mm)

CAL60SQ
W620*D585*H975(mm)

Cabinet
Material

Half Leather

ZP201
ED98
W3830*D560*H2130(mm)

ED97
W3200*D560*H2130(mm)

Meeting Table

ED78
W4800*D1600*H760(mm)

Nappa

ZP9817

ZP553

ZP9815

Coarse cashmere

Walnut

Meteor gray

SM-SI11B

W-24B

E-10

ED96
W2530*D430*H2130(mm)

Sofa

ED78
W3600*D1500*H760(mm)
W2800*D1200*H760(mm)

SA90.1
W850*D900*H820(mm)

SM-SI25B

SA90.3
W2050*D900*H820(mm)

Product specification changes are subject to the real product.
No furture notice prior to changes.
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ZP9922
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